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Background
Let R be the real field. An mth order n dimensional square tensor A consists of n m entries in R, which is defined as follows:
A is called nonnegative if a i 1 i 2 ...i m ≥ 0. To an n-vector x, real or complex, we define the n-vector: and If Ax m−1 = x [m−1] , x and are all real, then is called an H-eigenvalue of A and x an H-eigenvector of A associated with . If Ax m−1 = x with x T x = 1, x and are all real, then is called a Z-eigenvalue of A and x a Z-eigenvector of A associated with Qi (2005) , Lim (2005) . See more about the eigenvalue problems of tensors in Chang et al. (2009 Chang et al. ( , 2010 , Qi (2007) , Yang (2010, 2011) , Ng et al. (2009) , Zhou et al. (2013) , Li et al. (2014 , Hu and Huang (2012) , Hu et al. (2013) .
The following definition for irreducibility has been introduced in Chang et al. (2008) and Lim (2005) . A = (a i 1 i 2 ...i m ), a i 1 i 2 ...i m ∈ R, 1 ≤ i 1 , i 2 , . . . i m ≤ n.
Definition 1
The square tensor A is called reducible if there exists a nonempty proper index subset J ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that a i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i m = 0, ∀i 1 ∈ J, ∀i 2 , . . . , i m / ∈ J. If A is not reducible, then we call A to be irreducible. Definition 2 Let A be an m-order and n-dimensional tensor. We define σ (A) the Z-spectrum of A by the set of all Z-eigenvalues of A. Assume σ (A) � = ∅, then the Z-spectral radius of A is denoted by Let N = {1, 2, . . . , n}. In 2013, Chang et al. gave the following bound for the Z-eigenvalues of an m-order n-dimensional tensor A.
Theorem 1 Let A be an m-order and n-dimensional tensor. Then
For the positively homogeneous operators, Song and Qi (2013) studied the relationship between the Gelfand formula and the spectral radius as well as the upper bound of the spectral radius. From Corollary 4.5 in Song and Qi (2013) , we can get the following result:
Theorem 2 Let A be an m-order and n-dimensional tensor. Then
We shall denote the set of all mth order n dimensional tensors by R [m,n] , and the set of all nonnegative (or, respectively, positive) mth order n dimensional tensors by R 
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is an irreducible weakly symmetric tensor. Then where Our goal in this paper is to show some tighter upper bounds for the largest Z-eigenvalue of a nonnegative tensor. In section "Main results", some new upper bounds for the largest Z-eigenvalue are obtained, which are tighter than the results in Theorems 1-5 (Chang et al. 2013; Song and Qi 2013; He and Huang 2014; He 2016) .
Main results
In this section, we consider some new upper bounds for the largest Z-eigenvalue of a nonnegative tensor.
A tensor A is called weakly symmetric if the associated homogeneous polynomial Ax m satisfies This concept was first introduced and used by Chang et al. (2013) for studying the properties of Z-eigenvalue of nonnegative tensors and presented the following Perron-Frobenius Theorem for the Z-eigenvalue of nonnegative tensors.
is an irreducible weakly symmetric tensor, then the spectral radius ρ(A) is a positive Z-eigenvalue with a positive Z-eigenvector.
Based on the lemma, we give our main results as follows. (7) and (8), we obtain, we obtain Recalling that 0 < x t = max i∈N x i , we have 
Theorem 6 Suppose that
ρ(A) ≤ max i∈N min j∈N ,j� =i 1 2 a i...i + a j...j + r j i (A) + � 1 2 i,j (A) , � i,j (A) = a i...i − a j...j + r j i (A) 2 + 4a ij...j r j (A). (6) Ax m−1 = ρ(A)x, (7) (ρ(A) − a t...t )x m−1 t − a ts...s x m−1 s ≤ δ ti 2 ...im =0, δ si 2 ...im =0 a ti 2 ...i m x i 2 . . . x i m , (8) (ρ(A) − a s...s )x m−1 s − a st...t x m−1 t ≤ δ ti 2 ...im =0, δ si 2 ...im =0 a si 2 ...i m x i 2 . . . x i m . ρ(A) − a i...i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n. (9) ((ρ(A) − a s...s )(ρ(A) − a t...t ) − a st...t a ts...s )x m−1 t ≤ (ρ(A) − a s...s ) δ ti 2 ...im =0,
Therefore
This must be true for every s � = t, then, we get And this could be true for any t ∈ N, that is Thus, we complete the proof.
Remark 1 Obviously, we can get
That is to say, the bound in Theorem 6 is always better than the result in Theorem 5. We denote
And let
Then, r i (A) = r
Theorem 7 Suppose that
is an irreducible weakly symmetric tensor. Then where Proof First, Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) T be an Z-eigenvector of A corresponding to ρ(A), that is,
Assume 0 < x t = max i∈N x i , then, we can get
That is
Similarly, we can get From Corollary 4.10 in Chang et al. (2013) , we have Then, from (13) and (14), we obtain, we obtain Recalling that 0 < x t = max i∈N x i , we have Therefore This must be true for every s � = t, then, we get And this could be true for any t ∈ N, that is Thus, we complete the proof.
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